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Sports venues are going green
As the global reach of sports continues to 

grow exponentially, so does the environmental 

footprint of the industry. The level of exposure 

that sporting events offer, and the enormous 

audiences they attract, can undoubtedly be used 

as a tool for positive change. Sporting venues 

and stadium arenas around the world have 

joined the sustainability movement to protect the 

environment. Trending are newly constructed or 

renovated venues with a goal of being net-zero 

and carbon emission-free venues. In the United 

States, there are 300 members of the Green 

Sports Alliance and 130 venues leveraging the 

cultural and market influence of sports promoting 

ambitious actions on environmental and social 

issues across teams, leagues and venues.
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New networks present hidden  
sustainability opportunities 
At the same time, these venues are racing to improve their network capacity to meet 

guest demand for data increasing at a rate of 67 percent per year. As a result, a unique 

opportunity presents itself to deliver greater network performance and at the same time 

reduce the overall power and cooling consumption [SB2] [PZ3] by capitalizing on new 

technology advances and deployment models. 

As sustainability initiatives gather steam in large public venues (LPVs), IT teams are being 

asked to find ways to contribute to their organizations’ decarbonization[PZ4]  efforts. 

Some are unsure what measures to take to make a difference. Though they may not 

realize it, those planning to upgrade their networks can reduce the power and cooling 

utilization by up to 55 percent—and cabling materials used for network modernization 

by up to 89 percent.[SB5]  For example, as networks are modernized, they can capitalize 

on all-digital 5G distributed antenna system (DAS) technology advances to shrink their 

wireless network equipment footprints and slash in-building wireless power and cooling 

consumption. New infrastructure edge devices and deployment methods can be used to 

reduce power, materials and space. The result is a venue that has a network with greater 

speed for fans and is more sustainable for our environment.
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Rethinking connectivity and 
environmental impact
Today’s large venue networks will power tomorrow’s touchless, cashless, and ticketless 

interactions. The challenge is to stay one step ahead of the changes that are coming—

along with doing it in a way that keeps an eye on the environment and greenhouse 

gas (GHG) emissions. [SB6] [PZ7] 

The next generation of networks will need to be digital, streamlined, modular, and 

adaptable—specifically designed for tomorrow’s hyperconnected venues. The result is 

a simplified, scalable network that can dramatically reduce time, cost, and complexity 

while being more sustainable through:

Easily scaling and 
reconfiguring to support 
converged, segmented 

and hybrid networks

Driving a more efficient and 
manageable infrastructure 

through wide-scale network 
convergence

Requiring less equipment 
and materials to enable 

lower power, cooling, and 
space utilization

Leveraging all-digital 
architecture and 

software to streamline 
5G connectivity

Simplifying to enable 
faster design and 

installation and drive 
more efficiency

Meeting these challenges requires us to rethink how connectivity is 

delivered throughout the venue; how new technologies and systems are 

deployed, onboarded and managed; and the overall impact on the venue 

and the environment. Questions like these provide the raw material for 

new all-digital systems and innovative infrastructure platforms that are 

conceived and built for what’s coming.
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A strategy for  
connectivity and  
sustainability
For any LPV environment, efficient 

connectivity that minimizes CO2 emissions 

depends on an informed strategy and 

an integrated design and deployment 

approach. The temptation is to regard 

technology procurement and design 

separate from the overall sustainability 

goals as a series of distinct challenges, such 

as wireless DAS and Wi-Fi coverage, fiber, 

and copper connectivity versus the overall 

LPV sustainability goals. However, dealing 

with these challenges individually invites 

inefficiency. Where vital efficiency gains 

can be diminished—or even reversed—by 

isolating these design decisions, a lack 

of asset optimization and even waste of 

facilities infrastructure can occur. To be 

effective and optimize the overall objectives 

of the venue, the strategy for connectivity 

and sustainability should be: 

COMPREHENSIVE: 

The strategy must emphasize both connectivity and sustainability needs—starting with optimized digital systems 
that have low power consumption in a smaller form factor, then leveraging a common robust fiber and copper 
infrastructure for all systems, including Wi-Fi internet of things (IoT) connectivity, as well as cellular connectivity 
systems, DAS, CBRS and small cells. Taking this approach with a state-of-the-art single multi-access network can 
result in substantial savings through increased design velocity and reduced power, cooling, space, material, labor, 
and maintenance costs. 

SIMPLE: 

Complexity is a hidden (but enduring) cost and hidden burden for a sustainable venue. Done well, a deployment 
will take advantage of lower power, smaller footprints, and streamlined architectures to drive sustainability and 
cost-saving opportunities. For example, using all-digital DAS systems (rather than analog systems) and modular 
designs can realize power and cooling savings up to 55 percent and space savings up to 88 percent. Also, using 
preterminated cables and the capacity to share multiple services across a converged physical infrastructure can 
reduce labor and materials costs up to 20 percent. 

FLEXIBLE: 

While each LPV deployment is unique, all LPVs need the flexibility to move services and add new services quickly 
and simply to maximize performance and sustainability as the needs of the venue change. An all-digital architecture 
with a common robust infrastructure will help your network support the latest technologies and applications, from 
Wi-Fi to LTE, 5G and IoT to keep your venue on the leading edge of guest experience and sustainability. 

EFFICIENT: 

Automation through software and analytics drives efficiency and reduces hardware components and resources 
required to enable high availability, capacity allocation, and efficiency across the venue network. An AI-driven 
converged network assurance and business intelligence platform is recommended to manage and monitor all 
network activity. A single automated platform can deliver a simplified experience unifying systems into one 
platform for device management and control, policy and security, network assurance, smart services, and multi-
access networks. This platform can play a key role with supporting overall operations, guest experience and 
sustainability initiatives.  
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An industry in transition to 5G
For sporting venues that serve the public—

as well as associated airports and hotels—

delivering reliable mobile communications to 

densely packed crowds has become competitive 

table stakes. As the world’s mobile network 

operators ramp up their 5G macro network 

rollouts, 5G is also becoming the gold standard 

that venue visitors expect for watching sports 

replays, ordering concessions and merchandise, 

accessing travel information, and countless 

other types of dynamic communication.

Venues and mobile network operators heavily 

invest in DAS infrastructure to improve cellular 

performance. An extensive cabled network of 

RF antennas and equipment throughout the 

venue repeats and/or amplifies cellular signals 

from licensed macro networks to reach highly 

distributed visitors, employees, and vendors. 

But, while DAS is a pivotal technology for 

immersive guest experiences, most existing 

installations are no longer as efficient as they 

could be. 

Conventional deployments require specialized 

equipment to perform analog-to-digital-to-

analog conversions along the network path 

between each mobile carrier’s cellular signal 

source and the venue’s distributed antennas. 

This equipment consumes significant power, 

cooling, and real estate—using up to 55 percent 

more energy than an all-digital system.
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The efficiencies of going digital
Enter the digital DAS, which collapses analog-

digital conversions into simple digital interfaces 

that eliminate large volumes of head-end 

radio equipment. These systems can free up 

as much as 90 percent of floor space—which 

venues can redeploy and monetize—and reduce 

DAS energy consumption and cooling power 

by at least half. Moreover, the digital DAS 

replaces multiple coaxial cable runs used to 

connect analog DAS components with standard 

singlemode fiber, reducing cabling up to 89 

percent throughout the venue.

The sustainability impact of digital DAS can 

be seen in the NFL’s largest stadium, which 

was reaching the performance limits of its 

conventional in-building system around the 

time the pandemic hit. The Dallas Cowboys’ 

AT&T Stadium chose to deploy a digital DAS 

during the 2020 lockdown to support new 

gigabit-speed 5G in-building coverage.

While it wasn’t focused on sustainability at the 

time, the stadium ended up with a win-win, 

according to Matt Messick, Dallas Cowboys CIO. 

“We increased in-building network performance 

10-fold, with a second-to-none performance 

experience for fans,” he said. At the same time, 

the stadium reduced power consumption by 

about 87 percent and cooling consumption by 

about 75 percent—equating to over 100 metric 

tons in CO2 emissions savings per year.* 

For example, the stadium needed only five 

equipment racks, in contrast to the 30 to 40 

racks required for an analog DAS—a reduction 

of about 88 percent. The stadium got back 

5,000 square feet of space that it can now 

monetize in new ways.

The above figure shows the architecture for a traditional analog DAS system highlighting the remote radio heads (RRHs) in the middle that are eliminated with a digital DAS system. Through a collaboration with 
Nokia, ERA® features a direct CPRI Digital Donor (CDD) interface to Nokia’s AirScale baseband unit (BBU). This integration collapses the functionality of up to six remote radio units and their associated cabling into a 

single 300 x 145 mm (12 x 6 inch) card. Head-end space and power consumption are drastically reduced while system capacity is increased.

Baseband Units
(BBUs)

CPRI
digital
signal

Headend

remotes

Remote Radio Heads (RRHs)

DAS Point of Interface
(signal attenuation)

Analog
RF signal

With Era, you don't need this equipment anymore.
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Building sustainable edge networks 
Current sustainability actions such as 

reduction of single-use plastics and materials 

transparency are important undertakings, but 

they are only one element of overall network 

sustainability.   To significantly impact network 

sustainability over time, solution providers 

must create more substantive change. 

CommScope’s Constellation™ building 

edge network solution uses a distributed 

star topology that minimizes equipment 

and cabling requirements and facilitates 

simplified deployment and management. 

Meaningful sustainability is one of the key 

design principles of the Constellation building 

edge infrastructure platform. By reducing 

network complexity, space requirements and 

infrastructure materials, Constellation provides 

a more responsible and sustainable long-term 

solution. The result is 59 percent less copper and 

65 percent less plastic over a typical Category 6A 

plenum LAN installation. 

The platform’s simplified architecture untangles 

traditional cabling complexities—cutting the 

amount of copper required. It also uses less than 

half the number of components while providing 

greater design flexibility and cost savings. 

Constellation reduces the need for manufacturing 

raw materials and the environmental ripple 

effects, while decreasing labor cost and 

installation time up to 57 percent. That translates 

into less materials being transported. 
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ConstellationTM 
 building edge infrastructure

High powered fiber cable
IP devices
Powered fiber for ERA® UAP-2
 Edge convergence point
IP BAS controller with power
BAS device wiring

Equipment room (ER)

The benefits of the Constellation distributed star topology include:

Ability to easily add devices/service 
from any Constellation Point with 
short, factory-terminated cables

Lowered skilled labor requirements 
by 50 percent or more

Reduced need for bulky AC/DC 
transformers

Ability to span up to 500 meters 
(1,640 feet) between equipment 
room and Constellation Points

Support for converged, discrete 
and hybrid IT/ OT networks

Leverage of existing centralized 
power backup

Dramatic reduction in the amount 
of cabling and deployment time

Lower space requirements for 
equipment rooms

Eliminated need for separate 
telecommunications rooms on 
each floor
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Things

RUCKUS IoT modules

Going green with IoT  
LPV owners are looking to the IoT to transform 

the way guests are entertained and maximize 

sustainability. However, current models 

for implementing IoT solutions are often 

complex and expensive. Applications can 

be highly fragmented—relying on multiple 

wireless connectivity protocols. Smart lighting 

infrastructure, for example, might use Bluetooth, 

while connected environmental systems run over 

Wi-Fi and smart door locks run over yet another 

protocol like Zigbee. Each connected application 

typically functions as a self-contained system 

requiring its own dedicated wireless network 

and management infrastructure. 

CommScope makes it easy to integrate smart 

building IoT applications into LPVs, making 

them safer and more sustainable. With a 

growing platform of building automation 

solutions, all running over the RUCKUS® 

network with the RUCKUS IoT Suite, LPV owners 

and operators can build a flexible foundation 

for a world of new IoT experiences. LPV owners 

can deploy solutions to optimize comfort and 

convenience, safety and security, and resource 

management in their venues and have them 

all run over the same converged sustainable 

RUCKUS wireless network.

Building Automation

Energy Management

Access Control

Safety and Health

Traffic Management

RUCKUS IoT Suite

Services

IoT-ready APs Network controller

RUCKUS IoT controller
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Enabling a sustainable future in sports
Many sports organizations are challenged to 

achieve conservation and sustainability objectives 

that range from alleviating the environmental 

effects of greenhouse gases to attaining the cost, 

operational, and real estate efficiencies their 

venues need to remain viable into the future. 

Together, these forces are causing venue owners 

to rethink the way networks are designed and 

deployed while considering the impact on the 

environment. A transformational approach is 

needed that considers new design processes 

using digital technologies and software that 

prioritizes sustainability and reduced energy 

consumption during their “use” phase. Doing 

this facilitates one of the most significant 

opportunities for environmental impact. 

Conventional technologies and deployment 

models that consume greater resources are less 

efficient than newer digital and hyperconverged 

infrastructures that collapse functions into fewer 

devices and require less floor space and energy. 

CommScope has a clear vision and roadmap 

for the development of more sustainable 

LPVs with wireless and wired solutions 

grounded in quantifiable savings. We are 

enabling venue owners, operators, and 

service providers opportunities to realize 

significant improvements in both energy 

consumption and GHG emissions, thanks to 

continuous innovation in our product lines, 

the development of smarter material, and 

sustainable engineering processes. We’re 

helping our customers improve efficiencies, 

effectiveness and outcomes while maintaining 

our strong focus on enabling a sustainable 

future in sports.
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MORE INFORMATION:

commscope.com
Visit our website or contact your local CommScope representative for more information. 
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The comparison models are an indicative representation of a CommScope 

Digital ERA DAS system and an ION-B analog DAS system.

*Carbon footprint impact values were calculated using the U.S. 

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) Greenhouse Gas Equivalencies 

Calculator available at https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-

equivalencies-calculator#results
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https://www.epa.gov/energy/greenhouse-gas-equivalencies-calculator#results

